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Business @ Mach Speed – The Accounting 
Profession

Humans are biologically and behaviourally programmed for survival. This survival instinct creates 
tendencies to avoid threats and lean towards our comfort zone. In pursuit of safety, we have not 
until the recent past paid great attention to the opportunities that the double-edged sword of change 
brings. Now, this sword of change has come at us at “Mach Speed”. This article examines a profession 
that has for centuries been of immense value to society - The Accounting Profession, in light of the 
technology-enabled disruption along with the approach to capitalise on the opportunities.

CA. Yashesh Parajia
(The author is a member of the 
Institute. He can be reached at 
dyasheshp@gmail.com.)

The Accounting Profession
The Profession has come a long way since one of  
its greatest milestones - the introduction of the 
double-entry accounting system in the 13th century. 
Today, the Profession’s scope has expanded  
to include auditing, taxation, advisory and financial 
services.

The global Accounting Profession generated 
revenues of USD 495 billion in 2017 with a 3.4% 
Compounded Annual Growth Rate (‘CAGR’) over 
five years. Despite the wide-ranging services, the 
Profession derives 60-70% of its revenues from 
the core segments of accounting, auditing and 
taxation that engage a majority of the professionals1. 
Therefore, to capture the pulse of the Accounting 
Profession, the article focuses on these core service 
segments. 

To appreciate the impact of technology on the 
core service segments, one first needs to look at 
the occurrences that have transpired in the macro-
business environment resulting in the Fourth 
Industrial Revolution.

1	 Marketline	Industry	Profile	-	Global	Accountancy;	Global	Accounting	Services-IBISWorld
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Industrial Revolutions

Revolution Year What happened?

1 1784 Steam, water, mechanical 
production equipment

2 1870 Division of labour, electricity, 
mass production

3 1969 The computer, electronics 
and the internet

4 ? The barriers between man 
and machine dissolve

Source: Three key ways for companies to succeed in the Fourth 
Industrial Revolution | World Economic Forum

The Bigger Picture
There has been a dramatic shift in the business 
landscape, notably:
 52% of the Fortune 500 companies in 2000 have 

been replaced in 2016.
 Four of the top ten companies by market 

capitalisation in 2016 were formed only in the 
last 20 years. 

 Globally, 154 start-ups have been valued at over 
USD 1 billion in 2017. 

Companies valued at USD 1 billion or more 
backed by venture-capital firms

Source: The Billion Dollar Startup Club – WSJ.com

Everyday, new businesses aim to tackle mankind’s 
biggest challenges that have for years been unresolved 
from low-cost sustainable energy to universal 
education. This begs the question that how has a new 
set of companies been able to set unearthly (literally 
– refer SpaceX and Planetary Resources) goals? 

On a closer look at these enterprises, one finds 
that technology is the disruptor. Technology has 
transformed the way value is captured and delivered. 
Advancements in areas such as processing power, 
connectivity and memory capacity have increased 
exponentially along Moore’s and Metcalfe’s law 
with falling costs. As a consequence, technologies 
that may have been a business advantage are now 
ubiquitous.

Another aspect augmenting technological 
developments is demographics. As Baby Boomers 

retire, the Millennials will form over 75% of the global 
workforce in the next decade. And, this generation is 
digitally native and purpose driven, which facilitates 
greater uptake of technological advancements. 

The boundary lines between industries are 
blurring. Technology giants are providing financial 
services; telcos are providing media services. The 
automobile-industry for instance, is transforming 
from an ownership to a ridership model through 
partnerships between manufacturers, technology 
companies and public transport operators; case-in-
point - Daimler’s Moovel solution. Amidst this open 
season where any and every business can either 
be the hunter or the hunted, it may appear that 
the Accounting Profession is ring-fenced from the 
chaos, but is it?

The Disruption 
Accounting Professionals may claim to have seen 
innumerable upheavals, from countless regulatory 
rewrites to the advent of the Internet, and yet the 
Profession has not only survived but also flourished. 
However, those that perceived themselves as ‘safe’ 
from current disruptions have realised only too late 
that they had already been disrupted. 

This technology-enabled disruption is unlike 
anything the Profession has ever witnessed. Studies 
estimate that accounting roles are among the top-
10% at the risk of automation. 

Focusing on the major service segments, the 
ensuing paragraphs examine the mainstream 
technology developments that have an impact on the 
Accounting Profession.

 Bookkeeping
 The practice of bookkeeping that came to define 

accountants as bookkeepers has undergone 
massive disruption. An activity that was once 
undertaken by hordes of accountants is now 
performed by those with limited accounting 
expertise and is increasingly becoming 
robotised. This has been made possible with 
accounting-software that enables basic day-to-
day accounting at much lower or even no costs. 

 A significant component of bookkeeping has 
already been automated to an extent that it has 
become a Do-It-Yourself exercise, leading to 
substitution of the human workforce. Software 
companies have also addressed accounting 
queries by leveraging on platforms to pool 
certified accountants and provide guidance. 
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Aiming for end-to-end automation, software 
companies provide functionalities that allow 
scanning invoices and directly passing the 
relevant data entry into the accounts.

 Remote computing and storage through the 
cloud has taken the automation of bookkeeping 
a notch. Such accounting software provides the 
flexibility to scale per the requirements without 
significant investments in technology by merely 
paying for the service. Even from a security 
perspective, cloud based service providers 
generally have better security than those most 
businesses would have deployed independently. 

 Auditing
 The very nature of auditing requires sifting 

through voluminous data and performing tests 
to provide an opinion on financial statements. 
In the auditing process, there is inherently a 
significant amount of necessary but low value-
add work, for e.g. the debtor-creditor balance-
confirmation test. Considering the global scale, 
there is systematic effort duplication and tests 
that are performed manually, thereby making 
auditing activities a disruption target.

 The initial step of providing information is 
already transformed with maintaining and 
accessing financial data real-time on the cloud. 

Businesses can grant auditors viewing access 
to such financial information thereby, signaling 
a shift of audit from a year-end to a real-time 
activity capable of highlighting concerns as close 
to the event as possible. Data analytics with 
robotics also has huge implications with rule-
based activities ripe for automation. The practice 
of sampling data could be transformed with big 
data’s capability to deliver a population-based 
audit. Further, larger data sets can enable better 
trend analysis to identify anomalies and focus 
areas. 

 More important for auditing is the technology 
behind the digital currency of Bitcoin – the 
blockchain. A technology hailed as ‘the’ next 
idea after the Internet. As a concept, blockchain 
provides a decentralised digital ledger of 
transactions that all nodes on the network can 
examine. Unlike most transaction processing 
systems that are centralised, this network is 
essentially a chain of computers that must 
approve a transaction before it can be verified 
and recorded. Each transaction is represented 
as a ‘block’. A transaction is shared with every 
computer in the network and using cryptography, 
the network validates the block. Once validated, 
the block is added to the chain and the transaction 
is processed with a time-stamp.
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 Blockchain allows storing anything of value from 
currency, equities to land records. A notable 
case was the platform - Ethereum that enabled a 
blockchain Initial Public Offering wherein tokens 
were issued for coins without the involvement 
of auditors, lawyers or bankers. The ability of 
blockchain technology to provide immutable and 
time-stamped information is its critical feature 
from an auditing perspective. 

 Trust lies at the core of auditing. In the absence 
of verified business information, the auditor is 
entrusted to verify the information and provide 
an opinion. However, once businesses are capable 
of providing such information requirements 
themselves, the role of auditing will never be the 
same. Blockchain has the potential to meet the 
information requirements of the society on a 
real-time basis.

 At present, blockchain powered triple-entry 
accounting systems are in place. E.g. Balanc3 uses 
non-reputability and audibility of the blockchain 
along with smart contracts to guarantee the 
integrity of records. Realising the technology’s 
potential, global accounting firms are offering 
services wherein clients would enter information 
on the blockchain enabling the firm to examine 
the blockchain and perform audits rapidly.

 Augmented by the global convergence of 
accounting standards, blockchain has immense 
benefits to clients and auditors whose role at 
times is perceived as meeting a compliance 
requirement. 

 Despite the challenges of critical mass, cost of 
implementation, privacy, and lack of agreed 
standards especially with respect to security, 
blockchain remains one of the most promising 
developments to keep an eye out from an auditing 
perspective. 

 Taxation
 Taxation has arguably seen the most dynamism in 

its history. The ever-increasing national deficits 
have pressured governments to collect more 
taxes and attract investments, an apparently 
conflicting set of objectives. Technology can help 
with this conflict. The technology for generating, 
analysing and capturing value from data has 
evolved by leaps and bounds.

 The bread-and-butter work of tax return 
filing is already being disrupted. Robotics 
Process Automation and tax filing software 

have transformed tax filing from a specialist 
service into a standardised solution. Similar to 
bookkeeping, tax filing software providers also 
provide platforms to solve tax queries. Even 
governments have gotten into the act with a 
range of services - software tools, web-chats, 
FAQs, etc. 
Recognising the importance of data, governments 

are on the path to obtaining real-time information 
from businesses and can directly send a tax bill at the 
year-end. Governments have now taken a massive 
leap and embraced the power of information and 
analytics. For instance, Russia reported that it 
witnessed a 12% increase in Value-Added Tax in 
2015 on account of its digitisation drive. Whereas, 
a US state agency increased annual tax collections 
by USD 30 million on deploying a targeted audit and 
predictive tool.

Key initiatives of tax departments globally
Country Initiative

 
UK

Phase out paper tax returns and replace 
them with “real-time” online tax accounts 
by 2020

 
Chile

The Electronic Invoicing System (EIS) 
allows corporate taxpayers to issue and 
receive e-invoices and other online tax 
documents that are available to the tax 
authorities. In 2014, the use of EIS was 
made mandatory

 
Brazil

The digital bookkeeping system (SPED) 
requires taxpayers to electronically record 
transactions with tax authorities. In 2015, 
the SPED system was expanded allowing 
authorities to cross-reference accounting 
entries with tax computations and adjust-
ments.

 
China

Set up self-service machines in tax service 
halls for taxpayers. Also, enabled users 
to manage tax affairs and contact tax 
authorities through a mobile application 
and social media platforms Weibo and 
WeChat.

Australia

Mines data as part of the Project DO IT 
initiative, aimed at convincing individuals 
to declare offshore income and assets, 
and analyse data to identify non-compli-
ant individuals.

Source: EY – Tax Insights for business leaders №14
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The multiple sources through which governments 
already collect data have enabled this push towards 
data analytics. Now the tax departments have 
one-upped businesses by not only collecting data 
through returns but also collecting and reconciling 
data from diverse sources such as banks and social 
networks. Post data collection; data analytics has 
been embraced to target high-risk cases. A case in 
point would be the Indian Government’s ‘Operation 
Clean Money’ that used data analytics to identify 
non-compliant persons and issue notices. 

Taking it a step further, IBM’s cognitive business 
platform – Watson is being explored in the US for 
use to identify cases that may involve harmful tax 
practices and detect such instance prior to their 
occurrence. In the area of tax litigation, one needs 
to only look at the legal field. A company called 
Ravel Law has developed a solution whereby one of 
the largest court ruling databases are maintained, 
scanned and matched for a particular case, and any 
new ruling similar to a particular case is identified 
for the practitioner. 

Essentially, the entire tax function is data driven 
from start to finish with minimal human interaction. 
By combining the data-driven approach with real-
time financial data, the very need for a tax return 
could very well be redundant. 

For the Accounting Profession, traditional 
solutions in taxation are no longer the cash  
cows they once were. The increased data flow and 
advances in technology have disrupted the entire 
lifecycle of taxation. Tax practitioners will have to 
periodically rethink about improved and efficient 
service delivery using technology, and foresee 
opportunities for innovative services in a dynamic 
tax landscape.

 
APPROACHING THE ERA OF DISRUPTION
To thrive in this disruptive era, the Profession needs 
to learn from businesses that are disruptors or have 
successfully reinvented themselves. On examining 
such businesses (e.g. Amazon, Netflix and GE), 
certain insights emerge on the transformational path 
the Accounting Profession will have to tread. 
In the industrial-era, businesses were a portfolio 
of products and services. Presently, they are a 
portfolio of solutions formed through relationships. 
Similarly, members of the Profession must transform 
to collaborate within and outside the Profession’s 
confines to expand value by offering innovative 
solutions, using powerful tools to amplify the human 

talent. The approach to enable this transformation, 
involves the following steps:

 Core competencies and complementary 
capabilities

 At the outset, identify the capabilities to win 
by scanning broadly to identify the capabilities/ 
solutions valuable to clients. These capabilities 
are key drivers of growth for the Profession as 
the business landscape is being disrupted. 

 Apart from capabilities in the Profession’s core 
segments, evaluate new age solutions such 
as data analytics, cyber-solutions, solution 
databases and proprietary applications. Some 
of these capabilities could soon become tent-
pole solutions for e.g. cyber-security. Cyber-
crime which has taken the world by storm will 
increase as the world gets more connected with 
the Internet of Things. The global cyber-security 
market size is estimated to grow to USD 202.36 
Billion by 2021 with a CAGR of 10.6%. As this 
area requires niche skills, members would need 
to up-skill and increase collaboration with cyber-
experts to leverage the unique relationship with 
clients to offer such solutions.

 Consequently, decide the core capabilities that 
are to be performed within the practice, and the 
rest can be maintained by collaboration with 
partners.

 Create or join ecosystems
 The next step involves joining/creating 

ecosystems (i.e. a group of network businesses 
with a common purpose that enlarges the 
value to client and increases the pie for its  
participants). Joining ecosystems is a valuable 
way to stay current with new technologies, and 
understand the nuances of how they impact 
services.

 While selecting ecosystems, identify the  
partners with capabilities that provide synergetic 
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value to your capabilities. For example, an 
ecosystem of technology, accounting and legal 
entities that provide cognitive systems for 
clients to internally manage their legal and tax 
challenges. 

 Further, each ecosystem has a hierarchy 
– leaders and participants. At the time of 
identifying ecosystem, examine which might 
provide opportunities to participate and where  
it might be possible to lead with core  
capabilities. For example, play a participant role  
of determining accounting positions when part 
of a technology provider-led platform for finance 
& accounting.

 Periodically evaluate ecosystems
 Once an ecosystem is created, it never remains 

static. Partners may constantly reprioritise their 
efforts as per their motivations. This results 
in a constant churn of partners turning into 
competitors and vice-versa. Understanding 
these changing priorities is key to managing 
the ecosystem’s relationships. Simultaneously, 
members need to scout for opportunities to 
pool resources with a partner having superior 
capabilities; as such an ecosystem creates more 
value for the clients.

 On this transformational journey, members will 
often face challenges predominantly around 
leadership, vision and culture rather than 
technology. These challenges can be categorised 
as:
a. Status-quo: 
 People tend to resist change, especially 

those that redefine their jobs as they fear 
redundancy or reduction in the value of 
their roles. Managing this inherent response 
is probably the biggest challenge. 

b. Cannibalisation: 
 There would be internal-resistance as the 

new models challenge the existing cash-
cows and subsequently, impact KPIs and 
incentives of people. However, the top 
management must hold steadfast in its 
commitment.

 Despite the above-mentioned challenges, the 
transformation can be successfully executed 
with the following measures:
a. Change in mind-set and culture: 
 A change in the mind-set is critical. The 

overriding aim is to bring about awareness 

on new business models and build a  
culture that fosters ideation. 
Experimentation and reward methods 
such as idea labs can help breed familiarity. 
Additionally, greater resources can be 
focused towards these initiatives forcing 
people to adapt to the change in direction. 
It has been demonstrated that job-loss 
fears can be overcome via training and 
demonstrating that these changes augment 
the human role.

b. Clear vision:
 Members must be clear with their 

transformation’s end-state with 
prioritisation of capabilities. This vision 
must be communicated unequivocally with 
clients and employees. The vision must 
be fostered with time and resources to 
become self-sufficient by providing separate 
budgets, personnel, and reporting before 
integrating with the existing businesses.

c. Focus on talent and innovation
 The Profession’s biggest asset is its talent 

pool. Going forward, this will remain true. 
Exacerbated by technology, skills required 
to perform the updated roles now have a 
shorter shelf life requiring frequent up-
skilling of talent. This requirement implies 
a greater focus on training in contemporary 
fields such as data science. A skilled 
talent pool can then be augmented by AI 
tools to strengthen core capabilities and  
expand offerings through innovative 
solutions.

In an environment where disruption across 
industries is taking place at Mach speeds, it is 
imperative for the Accounting Profession to 
transform its strategic perspective and take definitive 
measures to move up the services value chain, 
capitalising on the opportunities presented by the 
fourth industrial revolution. 
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Success is not the absence of failure; it's the persistence through failure. - Aisha Tyler


